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Myself with Others
A young scholar falls passionately in love with the
niece of an aged widow and discovers the true
relationship between the two women, in a short novel
by the famed Mexican writer.

Terra Nostra
Since its publication in 1962, Carlos Fuentes' novel,
Aura, remains not merely an object of academic
interest but a continuous source of controversy in
Mexico. It was the explosive combination of sex and
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religion that incensed the Ministro de Hacienda,
Salvador Abascal, and linked Aura to the recent
polemical Mexican film El Crimen del Padre Amaro.
Aura is preoccupied with the place and persistence of
the sacred in modern Mexico rather than simply the
secret abuses of institutional Catholicism. This critical
edition of the work is accompanied by an introduction
and notes on the text.

Aura 2 ej. Fuentes, Carlos
From time immemorial, Mexico's legendary beauty
has been matched by intense historical drama. Mayan
mythmakers, Aztec emperors, Spanish conquistadors,
Yankee and French invaders, dictators and peasant
revolutionaries are still vivid influences on Mexico's
present. In this stunning collection of essays, first
published in Britain in 1997, Carlos Fuentes examines
mexico as it faces a new time. Torn between tradition
and modernity, impatient with an exhausted political
system but unsure how and with what to replace it,
Mexicans are struggling to make the transition from
authoritarian to democratic politics. Fuentes' bold and
timely study discusses the origins and nature of the
unforeseen events that have transformed Mexico's
politics and scoiety: the 1994 rebellion in Chiapas, the
subsequent rash of assassinations, the break between
Presidents Salinas and Zedillo, and continual traumas
for democratic self-rule.

The Caucasian Menace
Young Jose Francisco grows up in Texas, determined
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to write about the border world - the immigrants and
illegals, Mexican poverty and Yankee prosperity stories to break the stand-off silence with a victory
shout, to shatter at last the crystal frontier.

Aura
Smitten by the modernity of Cervantes and Borges at
an early age, Carlos Fuentes has written extensively
on the cultures of the Americas and elsewhere. His
work includes over a dozen novels, among them The
Death of Artemio Cruz, Christopher Unborn, The Old
Gringo, and Terra Nostra, several volumes of short
stories, numerous essays on literary, cultural, and
political topics, and some theater. In this book,
Raymond Leslie Williams traces the themes of history,
culture, and identity in Fuentes' work, particularly in
his complex, major novel Terra Nostra. He opens with
a biography of Fuentes that links his works to his
intellectual life. The heart of the study is Williams'
extensive reading of the novel Terra Nostra, in which
Fuentes explores the presence of Spanish culture and
history in Latin America. Williams concludes with a
look at how Fuentes' other fiction relates to Terra
Nostra, including Fuentes' own division of his work
into fourteen cycles that he calls "La Edad del
Tiempo," and with an interview in which Fuentes
discusses his concept of this cyclical division.

Diana the Goddess Who Hunts Alone
ResumenExpress.com presenta y analiza en esta guía
de lectura Aura, el cuarto libro del escritor panameño
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Carlos Fuentes. En esta novela gótica, el autor
presenta la extraña relación entre un historiador
llamado Felipe Montero y una misteriosa mujer
llamada Aura en medio de una vieja casona en la que
luz y oscuridad harán de sus encuentros una
experiencia sobrenatural y terrorífica. ¡Ya no tienes
que leer y resumir todo el libro, nosotros lo hemos
hecho por ti! Esta guía incluye: • Un resumen
completo del libro • Un estudio de los personajes •
Las claves de lectura • Pistas para la reflexión ¿Por
qué elegir ResumenExpress.com? Para aprender de
forma rápida. Porque nuestras publicaciones están
escritas con un estilo claro y conciso que te ayudará a
ganar tiempo y a entender las obras sin esfuerzo.
Disponibles en formato impreso y digital, te
acompañarán en tu aventura literaria. Toma una dosis
de literatura acelerada con ResumenExpress.com

Distant Relations
Enth.: La muerte de Artemio Cruz ; Aura.

Aura Bilingual Pa
A magical short novel that weaves together two
stories, two couples, two different times, and two
grand passions In one of the narratives that comprise
this superb new novel from Carlos Fuentes, we are
introduced to Gabriel Atlan-Ferrara, a fabled
orchestral conductor, and his great love Inez Prada, a
renowned singer. In the other, Fuentes memorably
delineates the very first encounter in human history
between a man and a woman. In one, the intense
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drama of Berlioz's music for The Damnation of Faust
informs the action; in the other, we watch as a slowly
emergent love shapes the nature and character of the
two protagonists. A beautiful crystal seal -- the
meaning of which is a mystery that obsesses AtlanFerrara, who owns it -- unites these two narratives;
the magical seal allows one to read unknown
languages and hear impossible music, and it is the
symbol of a shared love. The duality of Carlos
Fuentes's brilliant new novel mirrors two eras, one in
the deepest remote time and one in a time to come,
but the passions evoked in both, reflected against
each other like two sides of a crystal seal, break the
limits of time and space and unite in one story. And,
like the light refracted through the seal, it begins in
prehistory and spirals out into infinity . . . In Inez, we
find Carlos Fuentes at the height of his magical and
realist powers. This profound and beautiful work
confirms his standing as Mexico's pre-eminent
novelist.

Aproximaciones Al Estudio de la
Literatura Hispanica
Unlock the more straightforward side of Aura with this
concise and insightful summary and analysis! This
engaging summary presents an analysis of Aura by
Carlos Fuentes, which blends elements of magical
realism, fantasy and the Gothic novel to create a
highly original and disorienting narrative. It follows a
young historian called Felipe Montero, who has just
been hired by the eccentric widow Consuelo Llorente
to work on her late husband’s memoirs. As the
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narrative progresses, he slowly begins to unravel the
bizarre relationship between Consuelo and her
beautiful niece Aura, with consequences that he could
never have imagined. Carlos Fuentes was one of the
most influential Latin American writers of the 20th
century, and his novels, essays and short stories,
which often engage with the politics and history of his
country, represent an essential landmark in Mexican
literature. Find out everything you need to know
about Aura in a fraction of the time! This in-depth and
informative reading guide brings you: • A complete
plot summary • Character studies • Key themes and
symbols • Questions for further reflection Why choose
BrightSummaries.com? Available in print and digital
format, our publications are designed to accompany
you on your reading journey. The clear and concise
style makes for easy understanding, providing the
perfect opportunity to improve your literary
knowledge in no time. See the very best of literature
in a whole new light with BrightSummaries.com!

Aura
The Buried Mirror
The life and fate of Laura Dâiaz becomes entwined in
the history, culture, and politics of Mexico, in a novel
that chronicles her life from 1905 to 1978 as she
becomes a politically active artist, wife, mother, and
lover.

Aura plus
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Collecting new short fiction by the master Latin
American writer, this assortment of tales includes
stories of mannequin-swiping youths and a bullfighter
at the time of Goya

The Years with Laura Díaz
The Good Conscience
Vlad
A young scholar falls passionately in love with the
niece of an aged widow and discovers the true
relationship between the two women

Aura by Carlos Fuentes (Book Analysis)
In this masterly, deeply personal, and provocative
book, the internationally renowned Mexican writer
Carlos Fuentes, whose work has been called “a
combination of Poe, Baudelaire, and Isak Dinesen”
(Newsweek), steps back to survey the wellsprings of
art and ideology, the events that have shaped our
time, and his extraordinary life and fiercest passions.
Arranged alphabetically from “Amore” to “Zurich,”
This I Believe takes us on a marvelous inner journey
with a great writer. Fuentes ranges wide, from
contradictions inherent in Latin American culture and
politics to his long friendship with director Luis
Buñuel. Along the way, we find reflection on the
mixed curse and blessing of globalization; memories
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of a sexual initiation in Zurich; a fond tracing of a
family tree heavy with poets, dreamers, and
diplomats; evocations of the streets, cafés, and
bedrooms of Washington, Paris, Santiago de Chile,
Cambridge, Oaxaca, and New York; and a celebration
of literary heroes including Balzac, Cervantes,
Faulkner, Kafka, and Shakespeare. Throughout,
Fuentes captivates with the power of his intellect and
his prose. Here, too, are vivid, often heartbreaking
glimpses into his personal life. “Silvia” is a powerful
love letter to his beloved wife. In “Children,” Fuentes
recalls the births of his daughters and the tragic
death of his son; in “Cinema” he relives the magic of
films such as Citizen Kane and The Wizard of Oz.
Further extending his reach, he examines the collision
between history and contemporary life in “Civil
Society,” “Left,” and “Revolution.” And he poignantly
addresses the experiences we all hold in common as
he grapples with beauty, death, freedom, God, and
sex. By turns provocative and intimate, partisan and
universal, this book is a brilliant summation of an
international literary career. Revisiting the influences,
commitments, readings, and insights of a lifetime,
Fuentes has fashioned a magnificently coherent
statement of his view of the world, reminding us once
again why reading Fuentes is “like standing beneath
the dome of the Sistine Chapel. . . . The breadth and
enormity of this accomplishment is breathtaking”
(The Denver Post).

Christopher Unborn
Baltasar Bustos--an inflamed revolutionary
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democrat--sneaks into the bedroom of the wife of the
Marquise de Cabra and kidnaps her baby, replacing it
with the child of a black prostitute, and falls instantly
in love with the Marquise's sleeping wife

A Change of Skin
The Death of Artemio Cruz
In Myself with Others, Fuentes has assembled essays
reflecting three of the great elements of his work:
autobiography, love of literature, and politics. They
include his reflections on his beginning as a writer, his
celebrated Harvard University commencement
address, and his trenchant examinations of
Cervantes, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, and Borges.

Carlos Fuentes
Story of contemporary, tumultuous Mexico City, its
oppressed workers, its displaced aristocrats, its
decadent international set, and its heritage of
rebellion.

The Writings of Carlos Fuentes
In The Old Gringo, Carlos Fuentes brings the Mexico of
1916 uncannily to life. This novel is wise book, full of
toughness and humanity and is without question one
of the finest works of modern Latin American fiction.
One of Fuentes's greatest works, the novel tells the
story of Ambrose Bierce, the American writer, soldier,
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and journalist, and of his last mysterious days in
Mexico living among Pancho Villa's soldiers,
particularly his encounter with General Tomas Arroyo.
In the end, the incompatibility of the two countries
(or, paradoxically, their intimacy) claims both men, in
a novel that is, most of all, about the tragic history of
two cultures in conflict.

Ou la
First published in 1968, Carlos Fuentes's controversial
novel A Change of Skin tells the story of four persons
who drive from Mexico City to Veracruz one Palm
Sunday. The Driver of the car is Franz, an ex-Nazi,
and with him is his young Mexican lover Isabel, the
talented but failed poet Javier, and his embittered
wife, Elizabeth. There is a fifth person as well--the
Narrator. Through him we discover that all the
characters are searching for some real value in their
lives: love for Elizabeth, creating in the case of Javier,
experience for Isabel, and redemption for Franz.

Aura. (Tercera edición.).
Carlos Fuentes is a master of modern world literature.
With the translation of his major works into English
and other languages, his reputation has surpassed
the boundaries of his native Mexico and of Hispanic
literature and has become international. Now each
new novel stimulates popular and scholarly reviews in
periodicals from Mexico City and Buenos Aires to Paris
and New York. Carlos Fuentes: A Critical View is the
first full-scale examination in English of this major
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writer's work. The range and diversity of this critical
view are remarkable and reflect similar characteristics
in the creative work of Carlos Fuentes, a man of
formidable intellectual energy and curiosity. The
whole of Fuentes' work is encompassed by Luis Leal
as he explores history and myth in the writer's
narrative. Insightful new views of single works are
provided by other well-known scholars, such as
Roberto González Echevarría, writing on Fuentes'
extraordinary Terra Nostra, and Margaret Sayers
Peden, exploring Distant Relations, for which she
served as authorized translator. Here too are fresh
approaches to Fuentes' other novels, among them
Where the Air Is Clear, Aura, and The Hydra Head, as
well as an examination by John Brushwood of the
writer's short fiction and a look by Merlin Forster at
Fuentes the playwright. Lanin Gyurko reaches outside
Fuentes' canon for his fascinating study of the
influence of Orson Welles' Citizen Kane on The Death
of Artemio Cruz. Manuel Durán and George Wing
consider Fuentes in his role as critic of both literature
and art. Carlos Fuentes: A Critical View has been
prepared with the writer's many English-speaking
readers in mind. Quotations are most frequently from
standard, readily available English translations of
Fuentes' works. A valuable chronology of the writer's
life rounds off the volume.

La muerte de Artemio Cruz ; Aura
"Human Diastrophism" is the only full graphic novel
length "Palomar" story ever created by Gilbert. In it, a
serial killer stalks Palomar―but his depredations,
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hideous as they are, only serve to exacerbate the
cracks in the idyllic Central American town as the
modern world begins to intrude. "Diastrophism"
concludes with the death (the suicide, in fact) of one
of Palomar's most beloved characters, and a
postscript that provides one of the most hauntingly
magical moments of the entire series as a rain of
ashes drifts down upon Palomar. Also included are all
the post-"Diastrophism" stories, in which Luba's past
(as seen in the epic Poison River) comes back to
haunt her, and the seeds are sown for the "Palomar
diaspora" that ends this dense, enthralling book.

A New Time for Mexico
“Cane . . . exerted a powerful influence over the
Harlem Renaissance”—The New York Times Cane is a
collection of short stories, poems, and dramas,
written by Harlem Renaissance author Jean Toomer in
1923. The stories focus around African-American
culture in both the North and the South during times
when racism and Jim Crow laws still abounded.
Vignettes of the lives of various African-American
characters tell what it was like to live both in the rural
areas of Georgia and the urban streets of the
northern cities. The book was heralded as an
influential part of the Harlem Renaissance and, at the
time, influenced artists of every background. Authors,
dramatists, and even jazz musicians could find
influence and inspiration in the pages of Cane’s work.
Both Zora Neale Hurston and Langston Hughes
themselves visited Sparta, Georgia, after reading
Toomer’s work. Unfortunately, the white public did
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not react well to Cane, and the sales dropped. The
book did not become revered as the classic work it is
today until the Civil Rights Movement in the 1960s.
Now you can read this new edition of what is
considered one of the best works of the Harlem
Renaissance.

The Fifth Doll
Constancia and Other Stories for Virgins
Daghestan, which has broken away from the Russian
Federation, has nuclear warheads. The usurping
dictator is intent on selling some of these to Iran. He
also holds a Russian nuclear physicist he intends to
sell. To prevent interference with his plans, the
usurper has nuclear missiles trained on key European
capitals. Neither the U.N. nor NATO will take action.
The United States, wishing to avoid a nuclear disaster,
cannot take overt action. CIA operatives Baker and
Gold are assigned to the case. Complicating matters,
Baker's wife had been tortured and murdered years
before by Thorne, the sadistic mercenary now
employed by the usurper. Gold fears that Baker may
have killing Thorne as his top priority, rather than
capturing him for questioning. Meanwhile, William
Bell, their immediate superior, has been selling
information to the usurper that could result in failure
of the mission and the deaths of Baker and Gold.

Cane
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One of the great masterpieces of modern Latin
American fiction, Terra Nostra is concerned with
nothing less than the history of Spain and of South
America, with the Indian Gods and with Christianity,
with the birth, the passion, and the death of
civilizations. Fuentes skillfully blends a wide range of
literary forms, stories within stories, Mexican and
Spanish myth, and famous literary characters in this
novel that is both a historical epic and an apocalyptic
vision of modern times. Terra Nostra is that most
ambitious and rare of creations—a total work of art.

This I Believe
The bestselling author of The Paper Magician Series
transports readers to a darkly whimsical new world
where strange magic threatens a quiet village that
only a desperate woman can save. Matrona lives in an
isolated village, where her life is centered on pleasing
her parents. She’s diligent in her chores and has
agreed to marry a man of their choosing. But a visit to
Slava, the local tradesman, threatens to upend her
entire life. Entering his empty house, Matrona
discovers a strange collection of painted nesting
dolls—one for every villager. Fascinated, she can’t
resist the urge to open the doll with her father’s face.
But when her father begins acting strangely, she
realizes Slava’s dolls are much more than they seem.
When he learns what she’s done, Slava seizes the
opportunity to give Matrona stewardship over the
dolls—whether she wants it or not. Forced to open
one of her own dolls every three days, she falls
deeper into the grim power of Slava’s creations. But
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nothing can prepare her for the profound secret
hiding inside the fifth doll.

Análisis de Aura
Inez
The Good Conscience is Carlos Fuentes's second
novel. The scene is Guanajuato, a provincial capital in
Central Mexico, once one of the world's richest mining
centers. The Ceballos family has been reinstated to
power, and adolescent Jaime Ceballos, its only heir, is
torn between the practical reality of his family's life
and the idealism of his youth and his Catholic
education. His father is a good man but weak; his
uncle is powerful, yet his actions are inconsistent with
his professed beliefs. Jaime's struggle to emerge as a
man with a "good conscience" forms the theme of the
book: can a rebel correct the evils of an established
system and at the same time retain the integrity of
his principles?

Latin America
The Comte de Branly narrates a story about the
relationships in a family named Heredia, focusing on
two pairs of fathers and sons and highlighting the
mutual, corrupting influences at work between the
Old World and the New

The Crystal Frontier
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An exploration of love, lust and betrayal. The central
character is Diana Soren, an elegy for a decade that
refused to die. She is a predator set on selfdestruction, and a casualty of her own times and
beauty. Carlos Fuentes is the author of "Terra Nostra"
and "Old Gringo".

The Campaign
“A painfully timely story . . . an artful memoir . . . a
powerful, vital book about damage and the ghostly
afterlives of abuse.” —Los Angeles Review of Books
True crime, memoir, and ghost story, Mean is the bold
and hilarious tale of Myriam Gurba’s coming of age as
a queer, mixed-race Chicana. Blending radical formal
fluidity and caustic humor, Gurba takes on sexual
violence, small towns, and race, turning what might
be tragic into piercing, revealing comedy. This is a
confident, intoxicating, brassy book that takes the
cost of sexual assault, racism, misogyny, and
homophobia deadly seriously. We act mean to defend
ourselves from boredom and from those who would
chop off our breasts. We act mean to defend our clubs
and institutions. We act mean because we like to
laugh. Being mean to boys is fun and a second-wave
feminist duty. Being rude to men who deserve it is a
holy mission. Sisterhood is powerful, but being a bitch
is more exhilarating . . . “Mean calls for a fat,
fluorescent trigger warning start to finish—and I say
this admiringly. Gurba likes the feel of radioactive
substances on her bare hands.” —The New York
Times “Gurba uses the tragedies, both small and
large, she sees around her to illuminate the realities
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of systemic racism and misogyny, and the ways in
which we can try to escape what society would like to
tell us is our fate.” —Nylon “With its icy wit, edgy
wedding of lyricism and prose, and unflinching look at
personal and public demons, Gurba’s introspective
memoir is brave and significant.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Mean will make you LOL and break your heart.”
—The Millions

Mean
An exploration of Spanish culture in Spain and the
Americas traces the social, political, and economic
forces that created that culture

Where the Air is Clear
Where, Carlos Fuentes asks, is a modern-day vampire
to roost? Why not Mexico City, populated by ten
million blood sausages (that is, people), and a police
force who won’t mind a few disappearances? “Vlad” is
Vlad the Impaler, of course, whose mythic cruelty was
an inspiration for Bram Stoker’s Dracula. In this sly
sequel, Vlad really is undead: dispossessed after
centuries of mayhem by Eastern European wars and
rampant blood shortages. More than a postmodern riff
on “the vampire craze,” Vlad is also an anatomy of
the Mexican bourgeoisie, as well as our culture’s ways
of dealing with death. For—as in Dracula—Vlad has
need of both a lawyer and a real-estate agent in order
to establish his new kingdom, and Yves Navarro and
his wife Asunción fit the bill nicely. Having recently
lost a son, might they not welcome the chance to see
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their remaining child live forever? More importantly,
are the pleasures of middle-class life enough to keep
one from joining the legions of the damned?

Aura de Carlos Fuentes (Guía de lectura)
Seventy-one-year-old Mexican financier recalls the
turbulent days of his life, as he lies dying.

The Old Gringo
Since its publication in 1962, Carlos Fuentes' novel,
*Aura*, remains not merely an object of academic
interest but a continuous source of controversy in
Mexico. It was the explosive combination of sex and
religion that incensed the Ministro de Hacienda,
Salvador Abascal, and linked *Aura* to the recent
polemical Mexican film *El crimen del Padre Amaro*.
*Aura* is preoccupied with the place and persistence
of the sacred in modern Mexico rather than simply the
secret abuses of institutional Catholicism. This critical
edition of the work is accompanied by an introduction
and notes on the text.

Human Diastrophism
A passionate argument for the geopolitical autonomy
of Latin America, Carlos Fuentes's 1984 CBC Massey
lectures trace the region's unique historical and
cultural tensions and call upon foreign powers to
cease interference in a sphere of influence they rarely
fully understand.Fuentes sees the turbulence in Latin
America ending not with political solutions, but
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economic ones. Foreshadowing the end of the Cold
War, the signing and expansion of NAFTA, and the
Mexican peso crisis of 1994, Fuentes urges further codevelopment in a progressively interdependent world
and the creation of a new global economic and
financial system. The new world economic order is not
an exercise in philanthropy, he contends, but in
enlightened self-interest for everyone
concerned.Forthright and intelligently reasoned,
Carlos Fuentes's Latin America is a timeless book
about the challenges facing emergent democracies
and the opportunities for growth that exist within the
countries themselves.

Aura /Vida y Obra
Mexico, 1991: Black acid rain falls on "Makesicko
City", the most polluted, most populated city in the
world. Amid this apocalyptic landscape a prize is
being offered to the first child born on the 500th
anniversary of Columbus' discovery of America. That
child is the narrator of this passionate, savage novel
by one of the world's preeminent writers.
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